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“There is a better way to do it. Find it.” 

---- Thomas A. Edison ----- 

 

“It isn‟t what they say about you, it‟s what 

they whisper ” 

---- Errol Flynn----- 

 

“A brand that captures your mind gains 

behavior. A brand that captures your heart 

gains commitment”  

--- Scott Talgo ---- 
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You have decided to be your own boss, open a small business and grow from 

there. You want to compete and be counted as one of the best corporations 

in the next ten years. You want to see your idea put up in the market and 

customers queue in their numbers to buy it. It only involves building a 

BRAND 

 

 

STARTING OFF 
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As a Startup Entrepreneur, you have to deal with the limitless challenges in 

growing your business. You have to think critically how to get the mindshare of 

your various prospects or how best to successfully pitch your idea to a dynamic 

and demanding audience. Today we live in a society fraught with contending 

businesses and saturated market that is presented with varieties of products and 

numerous specialized services to consider. To be a great player in the business 

world making more gains, increasing spreads, as an entrepreneur you need to be 

technical, sensitive and creative in your marketing campaigns.  

I have seen a lot of start up businesses shut down not because of insufficient start 

up capital or lack of great business idea and vision but simply the failure to 

confront and entice the market with a competitive brand that creates a good 

impression. It has always been the lack of brand(ing). By understanding the basics 

in branding and applying them in your business you‘ll see how easy it could be in 

building it. Ok!! What then is this whole concept of branding? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This book may be unproductive or seamlessly frustrating to digest if I do not kick 

off with what a brand really is and the distinction between a brand and branding. I 

hear and have met so many entrepreneurs who want to brand their businesses but  

“Start your business with the mindset 

that it’s not established to conform 

but to change the norm in the market 

in an appealing fashion. One that is 

not set out to sell a commodity but a 

Brand” 
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do not really know what brand and branding really mean. It is not uncommon to 

find them perceive it as the same thing that require only a good logo, enticing 

business name and attractive delivery wrap (package). It goes beyond these, it 

involves much more. 

BRAND  

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are so many definitions from different books of what a brand is.  A brand 

could be described as a person‘s gut feeling about a product, service, or company. 

That is to say that even the wonderful iPhone is not a brand on its own but the 

emotions and impression it creates on the mind of its customers which affects the 

way they respond towards its existence in the market makes it a brand. This 

definition of a brand associates it with the customer experience of it, which is the 

most critical.  

 

 

 

 

A brand is created in the minds of customers; it is that awesome customer 

experience; that ease at which it‟s spotted in the market because of its 

difference and the emotional connection it has with its audience which keeps 

it on their minds 

 

“Customers are the 

ones who build your 

brand. Their 

experience of you is 

what keeps you in 

the market or takes 

you out of it” 
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The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines a brand as a "name, term, 

sign, symbol or design, or a combination of them intended to identify the goods 

and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of 

other sellers.  

This definition of a brand highlights the importance of visibility, meaning if the 

product is not identified or seen by the target audience then it does not exist.  Thus, 

does not qualify to be called a brand since there is no element of identification to 

distinguish it from others in the market.  

 

 

 

 

 

A lot of goods you call brands in the market are merely commodities, they just 

don‘t shake hands with the hearts of their audiences, rather they are there for the 

sole purpose of making money by adding to the plurality of same products in the 

market. Almost every business has a trading name, from the smallest market trader 

to the largest multi-national corporation. Just a few of them, however, have what 

can be classed as a ‗brand‘. Many of them are just commodities that fail to 

establish their point of difference but leave the market to do that for them, thus,   

 

A brand is not only that tangible product you put up in the market for a 

price or the specialized service you offer to your client; it is more of the 

emotional connection, the difference  it makes in the market place and 

the awesome experience  you create within the market, on your target 

audience 
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price becomes their customer imposed point of distinction – an unhealthy 

distinction. 

Again a brand is the sum total of your product distinctiveness, customer experience 

and perceptions, some of which you can influence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you sell me an ice cream, and I can have this unusual refreshment and within me 

I was more than satisfied, you just sold me a brand. If I walked in your office, and I 

felt good with your customer service right from the hospitality at the reception to 

the seamless tone of your secretary to your warm and professional welcome in 

your inner office to the actual perfect delivery of the solution I came seeking in 

your office that was timely, distinctive from the rest and delivered in a fashion that 

made me look just like a prince. Then what you have is a brand.  

 

 

“A perfect brand must be 

identified as different 

from the competitors, 

influence the purchasing 

decision of its audience 

and have a decent 

customer experience” 
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BRANDING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRANDING 

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

A conscious and strategic measure put in place for what you do to 
become recognizable by more and more people and identified with a 
certain service or product when there are many other companies 
offering the same service or product and to continually create a 
connection between the emotional product and its audience. 

 

Building reputation, image 

and expectation 

Establishing 

customer loyalty 

through delivery of 

value 

Making impression 

and creating lasting 

memory 

Creating an appeal 

in the marketplace Communicating 

right and to the 

right audience Flawless 

differentiated 

product and service 

delivery 
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BRAND IDENTITY 

A brand can also be attributed to a strong identity. There should be unique traits 

that you should be known with by your audience. If your audience can not identify 

you with ease in the market then you are unbranded.  You don‘t exist.    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logo, symbols, signs, catch phrases, values, name, packaging, etc can be some of 

the elements your brand could be identified with. They are attributes that mirrors 

who or what you are. All these are equally important because the clearer and more 

consistent your business identity is, the more likely you are to succeed. Brand 

Identity is the visual aspect that form part of the overall brand image. 

 

 

 

 

The indication of recognition, the sensory elements which help you make 

a human/emotional connection. It is who you are, and your image the 

people sees. A brand identity is the primary element of the brand that 

guides people towards it. It must portray confidence, professionalism and 

should be appealing enough to sway „would be‟ customers. 
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According to Jacob Cass, below is what constitute brand identity, and should 

support the brand as a whole.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visual Elements of Brand 

Identity 

 A Logo (The symbol of the entire 

identity & brand) 

 Obvious identifiable persona 

 Stationery (Letterhead + 

business card + envelopes, etc.) 

 Marketing Collateral (Flyers, 

brochures, books, websites, 

etc.) 

 Products & Packaging 

(Products sold and the 

packaging in which they come 

in) 

 Apparel Design (Tangible 

clothing items that are worn by 

employees) 

 Signage (Interior & exterior 

design) 

 Messages & Actions (Messages 

conveyed via indirect or direct 

modes of communication) 

 Other Communication (Audio, 

smell, touch, etc.) 

 Anything visual that represents 

the business. 
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VISION PROPOSITION  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setting out to build a brand without a direction or purpose is counter productive.  

Putting down your vision for your proposed brand helps you to think of the 

purpose of the brand. It creates the sense of ambitiousness and direction, and 

nothing motivates more than having a believable mental and physical picture of 

what your project looks like. So if you have no clear vision yet for your enterprise, 

please take the time now, and sincerely think of one, put it down succinctly on 

your business work document and duplicate it in your consciousness. Vision 

proposition highlights the concept of the brand development. It is the original spark 

of creating your company; the articulation of possible future state of the business.  

Before Allen Neuharth launched his bite-sized newspaper in 1982 he was derided, 

many people believed that no one would buy his publication. Allen did not allow 

himself to be dissuaded by what people said, he had a vision and he believed in it.   

 

The desired or intended future state of a specific brand in terms of its 
fundamental objective and/or strategic direction. It outlines what the 
entrepreneur wants to achieve, what and where it want it to be. It 
concentrates on the future. It is a source of inspiration. It provides clear 
decision making criteria.  
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Unlike others he saw the growing need for manageable chunk of news, particular 

by people who had limited time to spare in reading voluminous newspapers. Today 

Allen‘s Today National Newspaper has millions of subscribers. Millions of people 

buy it and continues to buy his summarized news.  He saw the future that people 

will live to demand news in condensed writing, yet comprehensive. I am part of 

that vision Allen Neuharth saw. I don‘t read news on any publication that is more 

than 300 characters.  

As much as the success of a brand can be attributed to strategies put in place to 

build it, a brand‘s success could also be attributed to clear and faithfully followed 

vision.. With a clear vision it becomes easy to build a strong brand that lasts long. 

Having a vision for your brand sets the path smooth for its evolution as it points 

out the right direction at every given stage of the brand development  No brilliant 

entrepreneur will start off without a defined vision; he can‘t afford to reach half 

way  not knowing the rate and distance at which his brand had travelled. Just as he 

wouldn‘t know if the brand has actually become all it can possibly be and achieve 

in its category. 

It is my believe that every brand (business man) should have a clear cut vision 

statement of where they desire to be. Having a clearly defined brand vision and 

mission can help to propel a business forward. These elements serve to inspire 

people working at the company—including the business owner—as well as 

customers. Vision, mission and values speak to people on a human and emotional 

level, helping people to connect with the brand, and also to develop loyalty. 
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BRAND VALUE  

 

 

  

 

 

To one entrepreneur values could be centered on customer service, to others it is 

innovation. Many brands are associated with quality because that is what they 

relish most. You may think this is just a casual element of a brand but in reality it 

is what the market identifies in your brand that gets it connected to you.  

 

Brand Vision 

 Brand Purpose 

 Brand Direction 

 Brand Calendar 

 Setting a clear target 

 Forecast 

 Subtle guide 

 

 

The core point of reference of any brand. It is what you want the 
audience to relate with you that describe wholly what drives your 
brand. It‟s what you want the market to RELISH about your brand. it 
is what  you STAND FOR and AGAINST? 
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I have come to believe just like many Africans that ShopRite is a place to buy any 

quality product. Staying true to quality has remained their highest selling point.  

Shoprite has survived the market because they make sure even the cheapest of 

product you buy from them is the best quality and not the fake of the original.  

Quality is their value among others. Today Shoprite has increased their worth from 

R1m to more than R100bn. 

Your values are your belief system, which guides your approach. Whether you 

value integrity, delivering orders in time, professionalism, innovation or good 

customer relationship, let it be seen through out your business engagements and be 

known in the market.  Apple is a great brand. As much as it values innovation and 

simplicity it is a company that projects a humanistic corporate culture and a strong 

corporate ethic; one which is characterized by volunteerism, support of good 

causes and involvement in the community. These values of the business are evident 

throughout everything they do, from their innovative products and advertising, 

right through to their customer service. Apple is an emotionally humanist brand 

that really connects with people – when people buy or use their products or 

services; they feel part of the brand. It is this emotional connection that creates 

their brand – not purely their products and a bite sized logo. 

 

 

 

 

 

“Defining your value proposition and 

communicating it to your target 

audience must always remain core in 

your branding venture because it 

influences the way you are identified 

and perceived” 
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RIGHT COMMITMENT 

 

 

  

You will barely succeed in branding your business if you start with the wrong 

commitment. With a weak flame that will not produce fire. Believe, passion, strong 

obligation and eagerness are among many characteristics an entrepreneur must 

posses in order to succeed in creating an appealing and competitive brand. It is 

important that you tell your self the truth if you really need to brand now having 

recognized the reality of your budget, your availability to give your 110percent 

involvement and the extent at which you need to push your limits.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Every successful branding project starts with the right commitment. It comes in 
ways of self motivation, optimism, positive burning desire to stand out and the 
internal push to give your 100 percent dedication. 

 

“Decide within you if you 

are ready for branding. 

You don’t need to jump 

into it when you are not set 

and convinced to sustain 

it. Because when you start 

you have started. 

Branding is like a train 

that never stops” 
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         A  Brand 

 

Importance of Branding 

 It makes small business appear big 

 Customers are much more likely to remember 

your business. 

 Builds customer loyalty 

 It projects an image of quality in your 

business, thus it relates your product to 

excellence 

 Helps a product or business stand out from 

the rest and excellently establish good frame 

of perception 

 Differentiates you from your competitors 

 A branded business is more likely to be seen 

as experienced in their products or services, 

and will generally be seen as more reliable 

and trustworthy than an unbranded business. 

 Helps to engage the hearts of prospective 

customers, even in their absence 

 Portrays you as a professional 

 Boosts reputation  

 Helps to increase and sustain your spread 

and market share. 

 

 

 Delivers a promise 
 Provides value 
 Creates an Experience 
 Leaves a memory 
 Has a Niche market 
 Shows distinction  
 Is credible 
 Is visible 
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Claim a Niche, Talk 

to the Right 

Audience 
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The market is as old as man, and it has always been part of man‘s nature to seek 

freshness. Brilliance is when you know the need to have a position in the market; 

wisdom is creating a category that pars with your uniqueness, luring the target 

audience to embrace the new category. Claiming a niche narrows down your 

activities in the market. Identifying a niche makes your job easy, through time your 

brand would become a generic attribute of that particular category and you would 

have grown to excellence because you have focused only on it.  

Limit your brand to a particular function or market position if it is where it offers 

its greatest value. Trying to be everything in the market would undermine what 

your brand sincerely is all about and the audience it ought to attract. Stick to your 

own exclusivity, identify your target audience and communicate to them. 

 

 

 

 

They keep saying that the market is saturated, that all market positions 

have been filled. But In between all these; within the supposedly crowded 

market there are multitude of opportunities yet untapped, several needs 

lurking for attention and a whole new position yet to be filled. 

 

“CNN didn’t just set 

out to provide the 

latest news; they 

created a whole 

new category and 

became its No.1” 
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The Nokia brand knew that a good number of the world‘s population is not so 

wealthy enough to afford expensive products. They knew that we all love to buy 

durable gadgets but are snagged by the tall prices. So, they set out to create a niche 

for themselves by manufacturing and selling strong yet affordable phones. They 

control this niche market, and it has become their reference by people. When other 

brands are making snazzy, delicate mobile phones they are focused on delivering 

on their peculiarity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can‘t be known for everything. It pays less to be everything to everybody than 

to be one thing to everyone. Pick what‘s most important to what you do, break it 

down to its simplest core, and be it. Concentrate on a particular area, master it and 

make you it your own rather than traverse from one category to another leaving the 

market wondering what you really are. It‘s easier to juggle and grow a brand in a 

particular niche than that which boasts of several positions.  

 

“If you can’t be the 

Number one in your 

market space; just 

create a whole new 

category and become 

No.1” 
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IDENTIFY AND TALK TO THE RIGHT 

AUDIENCE    

 

 

 

 

 

Know your market well, understand the mindset of your target group and what 

they care to hear and perceive. It is useless to take up a niche in the market without 

understanding those your brand is meant for and where to reach them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you market kiddies‟ books, you don‟t need to be in a basketball court to 

sell your books. You need to be at forums where parents converge. You 

don‟t need to position your product worth above =N=10, 000 in a local 

market. You can‟t reach your audience there. 

 

“Most times what snags 

the success of a brand 

is the inability of the 

handlers to distinguish 

its audience from 

others and practically 

communicate it to 

them” 
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Marketing isn‘t that difficult if you know your potential customers, their dynamics 

and orientation. Knowing where to get them makes it easy for you to plan your 

strategies and task each day that you set out to market your unique product.  

I have a friend who sells business books, he has spent time marketing his product 

on the streets, on the buses, in churches, etc but he didn‘t make as much sales as he 

ought to. I told him, why not visit corporate offices, meet CEOs at their offices, 

present your books to those who are seriously in business? They need management 

books, peak performance books, books on business development, etc. Talk to them 

in their own language and come in as a corporate guy too,‖ He did as I advised. 

Today he‘s much wealthier than when he was marketing to the wrong audience.  
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Be Different – Avoid 

the Clichés 
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A lady after reading this article ‗A MICROWAVE MAY BE WHAT YOU NEED 

TO ATTRACT MORE CUSTOMERS‘ on my blog – S.M.EBrandigest on 

www.brandigest.wordpress.com advised her mom who runs a local restaurant to 

get a microwave. She took my advice and passed it on to the mom. I received an 

email from her telling me how getting a microwave has boosted their business – 

they are now making more money than before. In a thriving business category 

where everyone is doing the same thing: same type of food on the menu, same 

space arrangement, same use of stove, etc all they needed to stand out was to get a 

microwave. We all want our food served warm and many of these restaurants can‘t 

guarantee you that if you are 2 hours late after the food has been lowered from the 

stove. They always give this excuse for that: ―can‘t steam the whole pot of soup 

because of a customer, the more you steam the soup with the stove the more it 

loses it original taste, becomes saltier and reduces in quantity.‖ Why not get a 

Microwave then? With a microwave you steam one customer‘s food at a time 

without having to steam the whole pot of food. It saves time, retains the same 

quality taste of the food and the customer is satisfied. A microwave made the 

difference.  

Why it seems as though the market is competitive and it is difficult to get 

heard is because so many brands are doing the same thing. The market is 

bored with all the sameness and clichés. The brand that does things 

differently has the advantage to win the largest market share.  

 

http://www.brandigest.wordpress.com/
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The most essential character of any brand is to have that element of difference; that 

is to stand out from the rest. You can‘t be easily spotted in the market if your target 

audience can‘t recognize your difference. There is too much commonness in the 

market and you don‘t need to add to the noise crowding the market place. What is 

it that you think can set you apart from the rest, bring it, own and flaunt it. Make 

sure that with it you don‘t sound like your competitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There is little worse a 

company can do for its 

brand than to have a 

product or service that is 

different , with a pitch 

that sounds the same as 

everyone else’s”  

                                                                                                     
------ David Brier 

 

“You don’t need to change 

your market category to be 

different. The extra value you 

render in the market and the 

manner you do it can set out 

apart from the rest” 
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Customers would always want to know the differences amongst brands; why 

should they prefer your brand to others. In a shelf where they are so many red 

sneakers, the only black color amongst them would be easily spotted. Examine 

your brand with attention on what is different about it that the customers would 

care most about. Stand out so you can be spotted. 

I met Opeyemi Awoyemi, the co-founder of Jobberman in a forum here in Lagos. 

In our discussion I asked him what sets Jobberman.com apart from other 

recruitment sites, he told me, ―other job sites would direct you to the particular 

organization that is hiring at that time which normally has long application 

procedures but with Jobberman a job seeker  would apply directly from 

Jobberman‘s website without visiting the organization‘s web page. And it takes a 

maximum of 5 minutes. Job seekers are saved the time of filling lengthy online 

forms. With Jobberman it‘s simple, just Sign in and submit your resume and it gets 

directly to the recruiters automatically.  Time and User friendliness is their 

difference. And this distinction is what has increased their traffic more than any 

other recruitment sites in less than 4 years.  

In the words of Adeola Adeyemo of Bellanaija.com, ―One website that has become 

synonymous with online job applications in Nigeria is. www.jobberman.com.  

Customers can‟t get attracted to you if all they hear from you is the 

same music from the rest.  Why not try singing in a different tune?  
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Launched in August 2009, the site is unique in its user friendly outlay and a wide 

range of job opportunities in almost every sector of the economy. From fresh 

graduates, to mid-career opportunities, to top executive positions, jobberman.com 

has rich content that caters to various needs.‖According to alexa.com, Jobberman 

is ranked the fifth most visited site in Nigeria and receives 5,000 job applications 

every day. It was recently rated the 8th tech startup to watch in Africa this year 

(2012) by Forbes magazine and is acclaimed as West Africa‘s most popular job 

search engine. It is currently the top choice for employers seeking to put 

information of vacant positions on the internet and for job seekers searching for 

new jobs. 

In 4years Jobberman has over 500 advertisers and affiliations with other 

companies. At every point in time, the site has an average of 1000 job openings 

and up to 200,000 unique visits per month. One other thing that sets Jobberman 

apart from others is their unique approach to helping people get their dream jobs 

by asking them to submit their CVs in order to link them up with prospective 

employers. They are ever ready to assist you write a compelling CV.  Jobberman‘s 

success is not a surprise. Their strategy is not rocket science. They just did things 

differently.  

 

 

 

Maybe what you need to stand out is your strength. Understand the 

special skills and talents you have and how they can be used in the 

market. Pay attention to those attributes that clearly differentiates 

you from others. 
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Brands are built on the difference they bring to the market, and if that distinction is 

appealing to the target audience it would be a dawn of a strong brand. Do things 

differently, sound unusual, deliver on your promises in a way that others don‘t. If 

other brands demand payment before service, you can entice the market by 

―payment on delivery.‖ A shoe polish on every pair of shoe you sell to customers 

might be that difference the market wants to see. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is 360Delivery doing differently? They deliver your orders at no extra cash. 

Now you can pay for a fashion or comedy show through them, and your ticket 

would be delivered to you wherever you are at no extra cost. You don‘t need to 

travel miles to designated locations for ticket sales, 360delivery is just one call 

away. It saves you time and energy without spending more than the official ticket 

fee. Same as any kind of product you order through them. This is what you can 

learn from 360Delivery - Build a brand that is different from the rest. Provide 

services that is a perfect alternative to what is obtainable in the market. 

“You don’t expect the 

market to turn your way 

when you offer the same 

thing, the same way to 

them just like others. The 

market doesn’t mind if 

you offer the same 

product so long it comes 

in a different fashion and 

with extra value” 
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Your brand message or taglines can be what sets you apart. You might want to 

sound very dignified, or irreverent, or flirty—depending on your products. You 

might want to sound conversational and approachable, or edgy and smart; in all 

these the market would what to differentiate your voice from others in your niche. 

Therefore it makes sense to understand that branding is not only about getting your 

target market to choose you over the competition, but it is about getting your 

prospects to see you as the only one that provides a solution to their problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

“Be the Red amongst the 

Blue. Build your strength on 

your competitor’s weakness 

or what they couldn’t see in 

the market. Do those things 

they didn’t do for 

customers, and have it done 

in an appealing style”  
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Think Like a 

Customer 
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There is no more important approach to your marketing than a customer centric 

one. Your business or brand must be creating a culture that focuses on the 

customer. All decisions are made in light of what is best for the customer, but not 

just any customer, your ideal customer. Treat every customer like they sign your 

pay check, because they do. What customers what is their satisfaction, and to 

remain in business you must satisfy even the most difficult amongst them. They 

are why you are doing business, the very lifeline of your enterprise. Just last year 

my computer system crashed, so I had to seek for the service of a cyber café close 

to my house. That was my first time there. I bought an hour browsing time. I 

logged in my time hoping to finish from there before 30minutes. I was to send a 

one page MS word document to a friend. A very important document. It took the 

computer 35minutes to load the Yahoo page, and for ever to upload my document. 

I ended up buying more browsing voucher, spending more time and annoyed. I left 

Café a dissatisfied customer. I don‘t care if the service providers failed the café 

owner, I am a customer, and we are selfish and demands full satisfaction for every 

service we pay for. Of course till today I dissuade people from stepping into that 

café.  

Your brand is not all about you. It is not what you want but what the 
customers want and how they want it delivered to them. You may have 
spotted a need in the market, but how successful your solution would be in 
the market place is determined by how much you understand the mindset 
of the target group, and the messages that stirs up their interest. 
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Obviously the best way to start branding is by stepping into the shoes of your 

customers. It is important for every entrepreneur to consciously be at the other end 

to see and acts just like the typical customer on that particular niche market they 

intend to be. When you wear the eyes of the customer, you see things differently. It 

will enable you unravel hidden details as it concerns the consumers, the different 

options available to them in the market, what value do they expect from them, their 

unmet expectations and so on. All the information you get will help you 

understand the true value that the target audience crave for, make critical analysis 

on your uniqueness, draw comparison between you and your competitor and 

develop strategy on how best to launch your brand (product). It is just a wise thing 

to do if you really want to understand the pulse of your target audience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“It really boils down to 

truly understanding 

and knowing your 

potential buyer, and 

really understanding 

what they’re looking 

for. Their needs, their 

wants, their desires, 

and what’s available in 

the marketplace” 
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Let your difference engage your audience. Your assessment on the peculiarity of 

your potential customers will help you come in with the right communication and 

product packaged exactly they way they have longed desired it.  

Ama KipKip connected with their target group – the African youth through the use 

of Hip-Hop and social media. They knew their brand is to redefine the urban street 

culture through clothing, and the best way to communicate to their target group 

was through the channels that appeal to them - entertainment. Why would all the 

communication companies now use comedians in their advert? It‘s because they 

know that customers want to hear and see those comics, and that is a perfect tool to 

talk to their market.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can not truly understand the mind of the market by just assuming that you 

have it all in stock without proper analysis and acting like them. When you step 

into their shoes and see through their eyes, you will be faced with a lot of 

questions, which if you answer honestly will be setting a path for proper branding 

and positioning. ―Okay. How many different choices do I have, as the buyer, to  

Even if you are creating a new category in the market, you would love 

your target audience to accept this freshness wholeheartedly. How then 

do you stir their emotions to gain their 120% loyalty? You can only 

achieve this by playing the other part as the market (target 

audience/customer/client). 
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solve ABC problem?‖ No matter what kind of business you are into or the brand 

you intend to build, know the other choices close to yours which the market is 

faced with, and understand what shapes the market decision for a particular choice. 

Are they buying a particular product because it provides them all the satisfactions 

they crave for or do they stick to it because it is manageable compared to the rest?  

How are your competitors positioning, what are they doing and how are they doing 

it? Are they happy with it? Is it working for them? Has the market really seen their 

needs being met? What really does the market want/need? How can I deliver it to 

them, different from how the rest do theirs? And would the market accept the 

difference?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can even take up an existing idea in the market and resell it to them in a whole 

new concept and package. Stepping into the shoes of the customers you are 

creatively assessing it, looking out for opportunities that others overlooked or 

thought never existed, or the communication gaps that exists or some category of 

buyers that weren‘t reached, a particular area that wasn‘t being addressed.  

Don‟t be carried away by the sophistication of your product or how 

great it is. What matters to potential customers is if your product is the 

right one for them and if it comes with the right value. I strongly 

suggest you become one of them to truly know if what you have in 

mind to put up in the market will perfectly meet their expectations. 

and needs.  
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Rather than going broad stroke, look out for opportunity. Who‘s maybe being 

under serviced, under valued, under appreciated? And how could you do it better?   

A brand would not be built solidly without an entrepreneur understanding his 

market and the social and psychological peculiarities that exists within it. Each 

niche market has a need, and they have a way they want it delivered to them. Find 

it. Don‘t build your brand by what you think while standing from afar or by what 

you want, and shove it on the market. Build it by becoming one of the customers 

yourself and shaping your brand by what the market wants. How would you feel as 

a kid if your dad buys you a toy racket when you want a doll? People hire or 

purchase that beautiful innovation of yours only if it enhances and magnifies their 

own beauty, not the other way round. Many entrepreneurs have failed to realize 

how important it is to put the actual target customer in mind over whatever desires 

they bear. What you sell is not for you, it is in those shelves for it to attract buyers. 

You can attract them or influence their purchasing decision if you understand what 

matters to them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A good entrepreneur asks; 

what is the right value for 

potential customers? What 

influences their choice 

preferences and what brand 

promise would they want to 

hear?” 
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Know the typical reasoning a particular group of people you intend to attract have. 

Know their deepest mentality as its concerns buying and payments. Understand 

what they look out for in the seller, what they expect to hear, see and feel. In 

addition, know if they can be easily swayed by price, quality or interested in the 

extra value each product has.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To some buyers your diction influences their decision, to others it is your over all 

personality. An editor friend of mine declined buying from an entrepreneur who 

was selling very expensive corporate shoes. Reason: the guy claimed to sell some 

quality designer shoes but was wearing a cheap and unpolished pair of shoes. To 

this editor and people like him what matter to them isn‘t price but the credibility 

and the personality of the buyer. Unfortunately, the seller didn‘t realize this; 

probably he didn‘t understand this category of people in his target audience. He 

surely didn‘t think like the buyer.  

 

“Don’t assume your 

brand would be suitable 

for your target audience. 

Do your research first, 

and no assessment is 

better than asking the 

real customers.” 
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The Brand YOU 
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It is no longer news that personal branding is a significant component of 

customer‘s purchasing decisions. If a customer decides to buy from you he / she 

would have considered your personality which includes your perfect 

communication, courteousness or appearance. All these help to attract convince 

and keep a customer.   

As entrepreneur, your most reliable strategy to lure potential customers, earn 

credibility and build reputation is by having a perfect personality that suits your 

brand or what you do. You may have a mind blowing brand to sell or a striking 

offer and value but if your personality, your entire outlook, even the way you 

communicate it is so poor or even average all that becomes subject to doubt, that  

“Personal branding describes the process by which individuals and 

entrepreneurs differentiate themselves and stand out from a crowd by 

identifying and articulating their unique value proposition, whether 

professional or personal, and then leverage it across platforms with a 

consistent message and image to achieve a specific goal. In this way, 

individuals can enhance their recognition as experts in their field, 

establish reputation and credibility, advance their careers, and build 

self-confidence”.  

------- Unknown Author 
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spectacular product becomes belittled and not believable (‗too good to be true‘) 

because you have failed to convince and influence through your persona. 

What then is Brand YOU? It is your personal brand, you as an entrepreneur as 

attached to your business or a product brand. It is your whole parcel of who and 

what you present to your audience. It is branding your person. People first 

encounter your product through you. Your personality or disposition tells them a 

lot abut how professional you are and believable your product may be. It doesn‘t 

stop with mere outlook, it includes in total your values, character, talents, actions, 

confidence, boldness, what you do best, your level of professionalism, more than 

the rest, etc. All these enable potential customers to have a mental picture and first 

hand assessment of you and why they should associate themselves with your 

brand.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There are too many 

entrepreneurs offering 

similar products. And 

the easiest way 

customers save 

themselves of the travail 

of making hard choices 

is to assess the persons 

behind those products. 

It makes their selection 

a little easy” 
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Perception is everything. You have to make that good impression whenever you 

face a customer or be tagged in default – a labeling that mars your trade. If you 

don‘t proactively brand yourself (i.e., build up a powerful professional appearance) 

your potential customer will assign a brand to you, which is pretty much 

disparaging. Your personal brand is the mirror which the customers sees your other 

brand (your product) and it the doorway to your business. Don‘t joke with it. How 

important is it for you to have a good reputation? Look at yourself as the only tool 

needed to build that perfect reputation. The image of your business is tied to yours.  

You are a fashion designer who competes with over 100, 000 good designers. Find 

a way to elevate your image and value above everyone else‘s. A good personal 

brand can help you achieve that. This also applies to other entrepreneurs in 

different niches.  

 

APPEARANCE MATTERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It may sound funny, but it is pretty true that many have gotten jobs, 

raised funds, sold thousands/millions of products or given a chance 

for a patronage just because they were smartly dressed and 

appropriately for the occasion. It is man‟s natural character to be 

moved by what he sees, and appearing elegant in your business attire 

is not an exception. It‟s a natural law of attraction.  
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Clothes and appearance DO matter. Wish they didn‘t, but they do. Don‘t go to an 

office to market your product if you are wrongly dressed, particularly if you are yet 

to make them the people your loyal customers. There is always an appearance 

customers expect from you which most times is nothing but smartness and 

neatness with a complementary coherence in communication and acceptable body  

language. Don‘t dress in a poorly tailored and ironed dress if you sell designers 

clothes. Don‘t dress in a pair of Denim Jeans if you‘re to sell to a company 

executive. You may want to dress down a bit if meeting with a graffiti artist. As a 

consultant you don‘t need to dress expensive and too sophisticated if you are to 

meet a young entrepreneur, he may think you too expensive for him, so he can‘t 

afford you when actually your fee is within his means. Wear what you sell, express 

its perfection in your dress and outlook. What you wear plays a very important role 

in what people think of you when you first meet (and each meeting thereafter) 

because what you wear and how you wear it can speak volumes (subconsciously or 

consciously) to everyone you come across on a day-to-day basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Building your image as a qualified 

and respectable professional in your 

field means dressing the part, and if 

you are underdressed or 

overdressed, you will not be sending 

the right signals (though if you have 

to err one way or the other, always 

opt for overdressed)”  ------ Colin Wright 
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This February, I met with Eizu Uwaoma the young founder of Hexavia. We were 

to meet in Ikeja, Lagos. Eizu is one of my connections on LinkedIn. I had received 

so many of his book snippets from him to my LinkedIn inbox. The snippets are 

about Hexavian Laws of Business. I love the book. It is a good read. I later learnt 

that Eizu is into business and branding consulting, training and strategy. We share 

the same core business areas. I decided to share one of his snippets on my blog. I 

remember calling him that night before I published his laws on my blog. He was so 

professional. He didn‘t sound so distant. We became instant acquaintances.  

Our meeting at Ikeja was my first physical encounter with Eizu. It was at the 

magnificent Coffee shop inside Goodies mall. Eizu wore a white stripped T-shirt 

which appeared neatly steamed and a black jacket which gave him a perfect fitting. 

His pants, black, straight and well tailored. He didn‘t wear a corporate suit but he 

appeared professional in his black jacket. He crowned his appearance with his 

decent hair cut. We discussed his business ideas, possible ways we can work 

together and his upcoming event ‗The Potters‘ Lounge.‘ Through out our 2hours 

meeting he was articulate. He had a great disposition. I stepped out of Goodies 

mall convinced within me that I would love to work with him. Appearance matters. 

Just like Eizu it stirs people‘s interest about you, and lands you that job or 

important partnership.  

 

 

 

Just look good and be confident in your appearance. Dress 

appropriately for the occasion, wear clothes that fit your figure, 

talk professionally, and in guided tones, wow your audience by 

your good poise. 
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In creating a personal brand you have to focus on delivering results, being 

remarkable, and learning new skills to adapt to our ever-changing world. Make 

yourself memorable, at least if people don‘t remember what is it you offer them 

they will definitely remember you and how well you spoke and appeared. This 

helps in attracting opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You may think your body language doesn‘t count, it does. In fact it reflects how 

sure you are about your brand and how knowledgeable you are on it. The way you 

stand, sit and carry yourself says a lot to onlookers about your personality, 

confidence level and intentions. If you talk to potential customers or clients while 

avoiding eye contacts, this sends an awful signal to them. It says a lot about your 

reliability and authenticity. If you are sure about your product why stutter while 

you market it? No person would love to buy from or make you an offer when your 

body language has already cast doubt about all that you are presenting before them.   

Have a good posture, or improve on your posture. Truly it gives more self-

assurance, generates trust and portrays you as able, optimistic and sound.  

 

Take your time to learn how to communicate, develop a perfect 

personality that can give you that job and that can convince people of 

your authenticity. Build that perfect personality that in away   engages 

your audience in a positive way and stimulate their interest in you. 
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Good disposition ordinarily translates into your professional life which has a 

psychological boost on you. It gives you an unusual self confidence and buoyancy 

whenever you face even the most difficult client. As weird as it may sound, your 

appearance might save you some of the embarrassing questions or some inquiries 

some potential customers may want to ask you that would have thrown you off 

balance. But your good carriage and decent personality could make them shut their 

mouth and allow you have the floor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No marketing strategy is as powerful as that of appearance. It speaks directly to 

your audience; it shows how an authority you are in your line of business. Its 

advantages are limitless. Start now to fill your professional wardrobe, start reading 

and enhancing your communication prowess. Learn how to comport and behave 

like a professional in any business or marketing engagements. It is not gratifying to 

have all the best ideas to sell but no one would buy because of how you look and 

spoke to them about it.  One very fact about appearance is that if you get it right it 

makes your interaction with potential customers easier which allows you to spend 

less time in convincing them to hire you or buy from you.  

When your appearance has spoken to potential customers in your favor, 

your marketing work is almost done. All you have now is more time in 

closing the deal or in working out the scope of the business or the 

payment regime. The hardest part has been taken care of by your 

appearance.  
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They don‘t even need more words from you to sway them, all they need to get 

associated with you are all there before them, and it is in your looks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Try to attach some seriousness to your clothing. Don‘t be frivolous about it. It is a 

direct medium through which potential customers assess your professionalism, 

character and attitude, credibility. Beholding your awesome appearance, your 

potential customer may think in this wise, ―If you can take your time to look this 

nice, maybe you can take your time in doing a great job for us, because it appears 

you love beauty and quality.‖ Your appearance has just promoted your personality 

and boosted your reputation.  

 

Appearance (clothing) serves as a label. It tags you with what you dress like or 

appear as. It enables your audience to evaluate you instantly, and gives you a rating 

based on what they see.  

 

“Good appearance 

covers a lot of our 

deficiencies or 

inadequacies. People are 

awed by the attitude you 

portray through your 

clothing, most times they 

fail to recognize some 

other elements that are 

missing in your 

presentation” 
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When you dress up smartly, people would think you are very professional, 

adequate, and one with a superior skill set.  With this, they tend to believe all you 

say, and would trust you with more responsibilities, more jobs and order more 

products from you.  

 

SKILL SET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A skill set is a group of related skills that, when put together, add up to a 

marketable package. If you own a Cyber Café know that you will be faced with a 

lot of customers with different needs, so you have to populate your skill set. Know 

about computer viruses and latest versions of anti-virus products, know about 

graphics design especially Photoshop, know about software developments, 

programming, equip your Café with all kinds of computer accessories, etc. Know 

all the manipulations in Microsoft Office and other applications. Just imagine 

asking a Café manager to help you convert a PDF file to Word Document, and he 

can‘t. Or to help you reduce the size of your file, and he can‘t.  

Your ability and expertise are important in building a personal brand. 

Just imagine if you are into graphics and your customer requires you to 

do a work for him using Photoshop, and all you can say is “oh!! I am not 

good at Photo shopping”.  He would be disappointed and wonder what 

else you cannot do? 
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If you are a fashion designer, even if you are skilled in a particular way of 

patterning, try and learn others even if it is just the fundamentals you understand. I 

have seen many clients who demand their clothes look a particular way, and they 

expect you to handle that. It wouldn‘t be a good image booster for you if you can‘t. 

 

 

P.S. Even if you lack what a particular customer requires from you, say you will arrange 

to get it done. It means you are a structured brand and have a good network of experts 

who do different things, and you probably practice ‘DIVISION OF LABOUR’. To that 

customer he knows that in the future any kind of work he gives you or requests of you, 

you will deliver no matter the paucity of skills you have to do it. He trusts that you will do 

it. He knows you have all it takes to stretch your limits; this means you are reliable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“In fact, I would argue that it’s 

nearly impossible to become really 

great at anything without a 

supporting cast of skill sets to keep 

you moving forward and to give 

you a grasp of the big picture” 

                                                      ----Colin Wright 
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VISIBILITY 

 

 

 

The greatest problem in entrepreneurship is getting started. Overcoming that very 

initial inertia is always daunting. The fear of not being accepted by the market, the 

thoughts of where to start, the fear of meeting stiff competition, the self doubt 

about the success of your brand, etc. are some of the reasons why starting is 

usually a problem. However, you can never know how great your brand or 

business will do if you sit in a corner of your room and make guesses on the 

outcome of your brand. If you have a great product and wonderful service to offer, 

why not move out of your room and present it to your potential clients. Get 

yourself and your business known to them, be at their faces, leave a memory, and 

see how you will grow. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

If your target audience has not encountered you, (i.e.) seen you then you do 

not exist. One of the most powerful elements of a brand is getting seen. 

 

“Visibility Creates 

Opportunities. It 

opens more doors, 

and widens your 

reach” 
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At least you have prospects when you give yourself some sort of awareness than 

when you hide in the shadows. When people see you and understand what you 

have for them, if it appeals to them, they will contact you. There are many 

opportunities out there in the market but there are still a bunch of them to lose if 

you are not visible to your potential audience. Promote your business as much as 

you can, you don‘t need to spend a lot of money in paid advertisement, and you 

can employ word of mouth advertising. It is the most powerful marketing strategy 

for SMEs and yet cheap to run. It doesn‘t matter what kind of strategy you employ, 

what matters is to get your audience to hear and know you.  

 

Opportunities for progress and success will arise through your connections with 

your potential customers and visibility can be created through the repetition and 

strategic placement of brand messaging and identities. Brand visibility and 

awareness are the first steps toward acceptance by customers. Becoming aware of a 

brand is the first step in a customer‘s purchasing process. He makes his decision 

based on his direct encounter with you or what you are selling.  

 

ELEMENTS OF A PERSONAL 

BRAND 

 

From his book – Personal Branding For the Business Professional, Chris Brogan 

highlights the elements of branding as follows ( All in his own words)…. 
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Self Esteem First 

Absolutely nothing I do would work if I hadn‘t worked long and hard on my self-

esteem. In my case, I read a bunch of motivational books that got me started down 

the right path, but my self-esteem didn‘t get better until I read (and did all the work 

inside) a book by Dr. Matthew McKay simply called Self-Esteem. It taught me a 

lot about how to observe and identify the things I was doing in my head to scuttle 

everything I wanted to accomplish. The more I learned, the more I have been 

successful over the last year. Personal Branding for the Business Professional, by 

Chris Brogan. - http://www.chrisbrogan.com 

 

Be Yourself 

My friend, Jon Swanson, has a great series of ―8 things‖ going on. In the post I 

linked above, Jon‘s 8th tip for increasing stress was ―Try to be Chris Brogan if you 

are built to be Jon Swanson.‖ It‘s really important to be yourself in building a 

brand. Coke never set out to be just like somebody else. Madonna didn‘t try to be 

someone different. The brands we know and love work because they are their own 

identity. In the world of the Internet, with ―me too‖ applications abound, branding 

is often superfluous, if everyone just figures you‘re just like someone else. 

 

Offer Value 

Brands stand for something. I don‘t buy Apple because the cool kids buy it. I‘ve 

had Apple products since 1983. I buy them because they‘re easy to use, they work  
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and they‘re designed for my style. Your brand needs to offer a value. Top of his 

game in the brand of strategy for the web right now? Jeremiah Owyang. Even 

before he took his new gig at Forrester, Jeremiah has written amazing papers (blog 

posts), and given them to his readers for free. Why? Because he already knows 

about the new ROI (Return on Influence). An up and comer to get into is Louis 

Gray. He‘s adding value daily. For you, consider WHAT you offer, and consider it 

hard. If you‘re not providing a great ―product and that can be a service that you do 

for the world, why should I care about your brand in the first place? 

 

Build a Destination 

This comes first in giving people a way to reach you, to see you, to know what 

you‘re about. In this case, I mean giving people a website (preferably a blog), a 

phone number, an email account, a twitter account, a LinkedIn profile, and a 

Facebook profile. At minimum. Maybe you need other portals, but here‘s a good 

starting point. Tie these things together. Show people how to connect to you at 

each of these. Why? Because you‘re building out a way for people to get to know 

more about you, to reach you, to let you be there. 

 

Join the Conversation 

Cliché as that sometimes feels, it matters. Start sharing your ideas. Write from the 

heart. Speak from the heart. Show people where your passions lie. Help others 

solve their problems. Listen to what others say and instead of saying, ―Yeah! Me 

too,‖ try saying back something of added value. Comment all over the place and 

give people a sense of who YOU are. 
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Superstar in this department lately: Connie Bensen. Sheʼs really lit up the scene 

fast, and is definitely someone with good opinions and ideas. I feel the same about 

Ben Yoskovitz of the Instigator Blog. He‘s someone with a great value-add sense 

to what he‘s doing out there. 

 

Innovate 

In a world full of people doing somewhat similar stuff, the person who innovates is 

definitely ahead of the game. Come up with new things all the time. The other day, 

I posted on Twitter a quick blurb that Dave Winer was a scout while the rest of us 

were trail guides. This meant that Dave is out there trying and doing new things all 

the time. It‘s not good enough for a new, strong brand to be out there showing 

people the path from where everyone is to where everyone might go next. What 

gets really important is when you are DEFINING the path. Doing something new 

is a great way to get people to be interested in what you do. 

 

Be Responsible 

A little while back, I went through a rough patch of not delivering on things I said I 

would do. I still dig out from that from time to time. Being reliable is a cornerstone 

to your brand. If you stop being reliable, it doesn‘t matter that you‘re a good 

person, or interesting, etc. It matters that you‘re helping people get something 

done. Execute. Repeat. Execute. The more you can be responsible, the more your 

brand will matter. 
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Your Own Company 

Inside my head, I‘m the CEO, project manager, and administrative assistant to my 

own private company. With this in mind, I look at every job I take as a project. I 

look at every project as an opportunity. I talk to everyone professionally as if 

they‘re someone looking to partner with me and my company. This helps me frame 

everything I do. I don‘t think in terms of resume, at least not the way most folks 

think. Instead, I think about projects that matter to me. This is why inside my last 

company, I moved laterally a lot of the time. The titles didn‘t matter (the more you 

learn this, the better your life becomes), but instead, the experiences mattered. 

Also, learn to look outside the walls of the organization you‘re with. NOT so you 

can leave, but so you can understand how your role works in more dimensions. 

These things have worked wonders on my personal brand. 

 

Build and Learn Constantly 

I‘m reading all the time. I learn about things from people all the time. The more 

you build your personal ability, the more your brand can offer. Learn from all the 

sources that matter. Read great books. Subscribe to excellent blogs using a good 

reader like Google Reader, and learn how to absorb information that matters to 

what you‘re passionate about. The more you learn, the more you can offer back. 

Keep it consistent with your idea of who you are and what you want to offer the 

world, but be creative, and constantly strive to make your brand more useful and 

valuable to others. 
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Communicate Well 

Not just communicate, but do it well. Learn how to blog in a way that people will 

read what you say. Learn which of your posts are going to do WHAT for your 

audience. Communicate verbally. Sign up to speak at places and learn how from 

organizations and individuals who take presentations seriously. Pay attention to 

how professionals speak, and learn from what they show you. Always strive to 

communicate in a way that delivers the payload of your information up front, that 

makes it all direct and to the point, and that can be taken as a value. 

You can download the E-book here 

http://www.chrisbrogan.com/img/broganbranding.pdf 

 

In addition to Chris Brogan‘s views, your visibility, credibility, relevance to the 

niche market, emotional connection to your customer, professionalism are some 

other important elements a strong brand must have: 
 

 EMOTIONAL STIMULATION: Do you and what you present have a 

positive feel on your audience or market? Brands are targeted mostly on the 

emotions of the market; your personality has to connect with people‘s 

emotions, this helps in rousing passion about your brand.  

 VISIBILITY: If your target audience has not heard about you, or seen 

you then you do not exist. You have to put up plans to take your brand to the 

door step of your target audience and let them know you are out there. How 

well you communicate your presence matters a lot. Don‘t just focus on them 

seeing or hearing about you, but on leaving a good memory. You have to be 

a constant pop up on their brains.   

 

http://www.chrisbrogan.com/img/broganbranding.pdf
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 PROFESSIONALISM: Negotiation in business is mainly a mental 

transaction. Your appearance in front of a potential client sends an abstract 

signal in his brain which evaluates your person and concludes on whether to 

go ahead and do business with you or not. So, if you are a personal brand 

you have to understand how to use style, good communication and 

calculated corporate composure to convince a potential client. Further more, 

know the whole detail of what you do, that which you call work (job) and be 

able to understand what the client wants and how to professionally enlighten 

them on what they do not understand about the task.  Know that even the 

ignorant client can also detect unprofessionalism.  

 CREDIBILITY: How believable do you seem? Trust is always a major 

factor in establishing your personal brand. If your market trusts you then you 

are in for a smooth cruise, but if they doubt your authenticity then you have 

a huge challenge in breaking through. No one wants to work with someone 

with an ambiguous personality. So don‘t put your personality in situations of 

doubt. Be genuine and see how your integrity will do the magic.   

 UNIQUIENESS: What stands you out from the rest? This is where your 

creativity and strengths come in. Use your distinctiveness to convince 

people. No matter your line of business know that there exists competition, 

and like you, your competitors are working hard to garner the majority of the 

market share. Know what you do better than others. It may be from filling a 

void others left or doing an extra work for a client.  

 RELEVANCE: Know your target market and recognize clearly if your 

brand is significant enough to attract patronage.  
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ONLINE PRESENCE 
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To a smart entrepreneur, he sees his followers on Twitter, friends and fans on 

Facebook and connections on LinkedIn, blog readers and followers as potential 

customers. If Nigeria alone can have about 30 million people with online presence, 

then imagine the total number of people that use these social media worldwide. 

What this shows is that market exists online. These social media platform can 

provide you with the desired visibility your brand (business) needs for more 

growth. Social media is an opportunity for everyone to engage with customers, 

potential buyers and have a conversation, which is different than paid media, when 

you're just shouting through a bullhorn. 

The importance of social networking in building a personal brand today cannot be 

overstated. Being an active part of a social network gets your name (and your 

brand) out in the open, exposing your brand and ideas to a far larger than ever 

before. Another reason why you have to be online is most people would first check 

you out on Google, Facebook or Twitter; ask of your website or blog to assess your 

professionalism before going ahead to associate themselves with you. Some 

corporate persons would like to check you out on LinkedIn or through your 

website or Blog.   

 

As an entrepreneur with limited budget why bother on how to place Ads 
on TV when you have  Twitter, Facebook, BlogSpot, etc. with them you 
can create your own massive audience, create market and promote your  
brand directly to your niche audience without paying or doing much. 

 

“With so many people 

online today, there exists a 

great market waiting for 

you to tap into” 
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With proper strategy and consistency in promoting your brands through these 

social media, you can attract great number of customers and grow your business 

with ease. Just few clicks on your mouse can position your business. It just takes a 

few clicks to potentially connect with thousands of business contacts and 

customers using social media. There are many ways you can network with 

potential business contacts, and social media provides an effective platform to do 

that. With social media you talk directly to your target audience than the usual TV 

ad that speaks to a diversified public.  

You need to go beyond using your social media accounts in sharing gossips, 

debating national issues and for fun. Learn how to use them to help your business; 

to promote your brand.  I stumbled upon a business success story about how social 

media has helped to transform a young business into a million dollar brand. It was 

attributed to Brian Henry, the entrepreneur, who sells pimento cheese, ―Once we 

started truly interacting with our customers and created a community, we began to 

see an increase in interest and customers‖, said Brian. Yes, this is what social 

media can do for your business.  

 

Business success using the social media doesn‟t just happen, all you need is 

to have a working strategy on how to engage your audience, and transform 

them into customers. Get your strategy right, be consistent and be exciting 

to be heard or seen. 
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It will help you generate dialogue with what you offer as service or product, stir 

emotional interest and build you a customer base. Anyone can be like Brian, if he / 

she truly understand how to use the social media as a platform to build a strong 

brand and market it to a target audience. 

Marketing yourself using the social media has lots of benefits but it doesn‘t just 

happen over night. It takes consistency, long time investment and creative strategy 

to gain a breakthrough. While marketing experts advocate joining the social-media 

conversation, most say that doing it poorly — such as combining personal and 

professional updates or not posting information consistently — is worse than not 

doing it at all. It is cheap yet its gains are so much. Just with an internet you can 

move across boundaries and pass through marketing barriers you would have faced 

offline. 

If you are yet to be part of the social media, start now. It is totally free to have an 

account on many of these social networks. All you need to is to log on to any one 

of your choice, and register to have a user account. Remember, what matters is not 

having an account or having over 2,000 followers on Twitter or on your blog. 

What matters is being able to translate those numbers into a customer base. Always 

have something engaging for your followers to connect them to your brand. If you 

have nothing new, attracting, engaging and valuable for your over 2,000 followers 

or connections online you have just maximized a zero influence to that wider 

audience. Always think business whenever you are online, think of ways you can 

use this media to effectively increase your brand (business) reach. 
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Brand Experience 
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Remember that a brand is a claim of distinction, supported by the evidence of 

performance. The actual interaction of your brand by a customer is an experience. 

But what matters is if that experience is a good one.  Customers make brands, and 

how long they keep having an awesome experience of it pays a role on the 

existence of that particular brand. Ok, what can an entrepreneur do to create a great 

brand experience for its customers? Well, it‘s relative, depending on what kind of 

business you do. Just think that alluring elements or facilities to add to your brand 

that will boost your reputation or influence people‘s interest in your brand. Here 

are some instances; if you work in to have your hair cut in a cozy barbershop that 

has great interior décor, renders quality service, has everything neatly arranged, 

spacious and filled with relevant recent tools and accessories, and sparkling with 

life. A place you could not help but to relax; not so in a hurry to leave because you 

feel at home sitting on a comfortable and colorful couch while you relax your 

nerves with some of the glossy lifestyle or business magazines made available in 

the shop.  A barber shop run by professionally looking barbers who work wearing 

branded aprons.  

Branding is why I pay over a thousand on bills in KFC or Mr. Biggs for 

fried rice when I can get it a lot cheaper across the street. Branding is 

driving miles to have my hair cut when I can do just that few poles from 

my house. What then is branding if not an awesome experience of a 

brand. 
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Looking at the mirror you smile at your fresh hair cut. You just had an experience 

and it was a good one. Good for the barber shop brand. Aesthetics influences 

customer experience of a brand; customer service, customer relation, delivering on 

promises, packaging and communication also have roles to play on how a brand is 

perceived. Frequent late delivering of customers‘ washed clothes is a bad 

experience by those customers, and it is a bad reputation for the laundry guy. A 

potential customer may experience your brand by mere phone conversation. How 

professional and caring you spoke will influence his decisions whether to do 

business with you.  

 

A potential customer may be attracted to you by your alluring brand identity 

elements like logo, glossy brochures, encountering you properly is what shapes his 

reasons to continue with you. Customer behavior is shaped on the perception 

customers have of the brand, from the interaction they have with it. You can have 

all these but with poor customer service they would not be helpful in attracting 

customer loyalty. You need to have the right attitude to deliver excellent customer 

service and subsequently win customer loyalty in today‘s highly competitive 

business world. Many entrepreneurs sell basically and offer the same thing in your 

niche market but a distinguishing element among other things could be your 

quality of service and your relationship with your customers. Your attitude, 

relationship and level of interaction with a customer determine the level of 

business done by a customer.  

 

 

“If you don’t know 

how else to boost 

a customer 

experience just BE 

NICE to them” 
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To gain the love of customers is not such a difficult task, just exhibit candor, 

empathy, courteousness, humility, professionalism and treat them like humans and 

kings and queens. Again positive communication is important. Know how to pass 

your message across to a customer. Listen often and note what they want.  All 

these sums up a customer experience of your brand. You can‘t afford to mess it up, 

always get this aspect right. The customer is the boss, he is the reason you are still 

in business. If you can‘t take care of your customers who are the lifeline of your 

business seriously and attend to them courteously and professionally, what else 

would you? 

If they are not important to you, what else is? Make your customer experience of 

your brand memorable and positive. 

Let me highlight additional attitudes you need to exhibit in front of a customer: 

 Positive attitude 

 Cheerful disposition               

 Optimism  

 Enthusiasm  

 Upbeat personality 

 Pride in the job 

 Attention to details 

 Listening skills 

 Willingness to help 

 Going the extra mile  

 Sincerity and integrity 
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How satisfied are your customers? Do you always meet and surpass their 

expectations of you in a positive way? The fastest way to kill your brand is by 

treating your customers badly. You can read other ways to kill a brand on my blog 

www.brandigest.wordpress.com 
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Always Upgrade 
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This particular chapter is my parting shot. I want it to be brief for more 

understanding on why it is important.  

 

Just like software, brands (businesses) too need to upgrade. The worst thing that 

can happen to a brand is if it cannot provide a current need of the market. Always 

upgrade your product to the recent trends. Improve on what you have to forever 

remain current. Imagine contacting a graphic designer and he doesn‘t understand 

Photoshop. He is still stuck in the old paint program.  

 

Don‘t be in the market just to fill a void and then remain redundant. Be 

innovative; try new things and new ways to remain green in the market place. 

Create new path, define it and lead the way. Be in the future before your potential 

customers and lead them to it. Yes, it is not good enough for your audience to be 

there before you.  If there is one thing brand upgrade does it is remaining relevant 

and significant in the market place. If you fail to improve day by day, or move 

with the current realities in the market you will lose customers favor and 

patronage. In as much as you stick with your own uniqueness, be guided with 

trends and customer current needs. 

Always improve on your standards. Continue to build on what you have at 

present. Don‟t be perceived by your customers as a stale brand.  
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Today you have to be connected on Social Media, have a website to be a 

contemporary brand. You have no choice but to have and be active on them. Know 

the current elements and requirements in doing business, and have them. Don‘t be 

left behind buy the evolving world of business. We live in a dynamic world of 

business where things change abruptly. When things change, change with it, don‘t 

be stuck in the yesterdays, but glow in the present and be relevant in it.   

 

Every strong brand knows the importance of improvement and upgrade. Facebook 

didn‘t start with a chatting application, today they do because they realized it was a 

current desire of the users. The kinds of computers we have now are different from 

what was obtainable in the past. Manufacturers understood what today‘s computer 

users appreciate and want to see or have installed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Evolve constantly 

to retain your 

customers and 

attract new ones” 
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FINAL WORDS 
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In my course of work, I have realized how ignorant most entrepreneurs are about 

branding. Many of them have great business ideas which do not survive few 

months after its launch into the market. Most of them will attribute their business 

failure to lack of capital, inadequate manpower and connection, and not poor 

packaging.   

We live in a world of impression, a time customers demand so much that  you 

can‘t imagine. A time of fierce battle in the market place among competing 

products (brands).  Today, people are more educated, and demand a certain level of 

quality and expect better packaging and service. Yes, customers want their needs 

met, but how creative a brand delivers to give customer maximum satisfaction, one 

that exceeds their expectation in a way that is emotional is what branding does. 

And the entrepreneur that recognizes this and puts it into play has an advantage to 

win the greater mind share of the market.  

 

Branding is a strategy to attract and keep a customer. It is not science but art. 

 

Branding is why I have to spend money on transportation to have my hair cut at a 

barber shop many miles away from where I reside. Ignoring the many barbershops 

just few poles from my house. Branding is why I spend =N=2,000 on KFC just 

over a Fried Chicken and food, even when I know I can get a fried chicken and full 

plate of Jellof Rice for =N=400 just across the street. Branding is why a good local 

tailor is favored less than the worst Fashion designer.  
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Branding is why my friends think Davido is better than Wizkid. Branding is why 

Rhythm Unplugged Ticket is always sold out. Branding is why my mum will 

always prefer a warm Coke Cola to an Ice Chilled Pepsi. Branding is why young 

people think GTBank is the best. Branding is why Nigerians no more watch NTA. 

STv and Channels are preferred. It‘s why Cool Fm is a must listen for me daily, no 

more Radio Nigeria. Branding is why D‘banj is still out there. Branding is why it 

got be P-Square or Tuface or the EME Boys. Again it‘s why Akwa-Ibom State is 

now on our lips. Branding is why Africans brave death on the Desert just to cross 

over to Europe. Branding is what keeps people looking forward to the next AY 

live. Branding is why Basket mouth the comedian is still very busy, smiling to the 

banks. Branding is why my friend Chike sent me money from Owerri to buy him a 

Samsung galaxy tab at Slot. Branding is why my friend Nkechi spent =N=10, 000 

on an Ankara gown. It is why my friend Ibrahim bought a Blazers 3times more 

than its worth just because it came with a badge on the breast pocket. 

 

Keep Branding. Keep Growing. Keep attracting. Keep dominating.  

See You On Top!!! 

Nnadozie Egeonu  

 

 

 

Nnadozie Egeonu is a Brand Analyst, who helps Small & 

medium Scale Entrepreneurs and start up businesses develop 

competitive brands, create alluring corporate images, and 

effectively project their products to their target markets.  

He blogs about Branding on www. brandigest.wordpress.com 

Email: nnadozie.egeonu@gmail.com                                                                               

Follow on twitter @EgeonuWrites 
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